
Levimoon, the World’s First Levitating Moon
Light, Officially Launches
Levimoon, the creative product of the
Coocepts Team, a Hong Kong-based team
with a passion for exploring creative
concepts, officially went live.

HONG KONG, HONG KONG, June 11,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Levimoon,
the creative product of the Coocepts
Team, a Hong Kong-based product
design and engineering firm with a
passion for exploring creative
concepts, this week officially went live
for consumers around the world. 

Relying on modern day technology to
actually levitate a moon light, the
Levimoon is perfect for kids or adults looking for a clever and eye-catching, suspended night light
with real colors, details, and configurations. 

“To us, planets should be floating in the air – they shouldn’t be on the ground or harnessed to a
wall,” said Kelvin So, Founder and Owner of Levimoon. “It was that exact thought that inspired
our team to set out and develop the technology necessary for Levimoon. As the first levitating
moonlight in the world, we are excited to explore the possibilities of suspended products in the
future.”

Levimoon comes with a suite of convenient features, including total restoration of the moon,
easy levitating operation that can be maneuvered by anyone, wireless charging while levitating,
changeable brightness and colors depending the user’s preference, and portability for usage in
other places while on-the-go.
To activate the Levimoon, the user clicks one touchable button on the bottom of the moon light,
as well as one switch on the corresponding docking device. Now accessing two different
levitation modes, one touch activates the white light mode, while two touches activate the yellow
light mode, for a more soothing backdrop. Additionally, the product comes with a portable light
mode, as well as a charging mode, with directions included. 

“We want Levimoon to be as realistic as possible for users, emanating a natural white or yellow
glow that we can see from the sky every night,” said Kelvin. “Without creativity, life would be
boring. To us, creativity is what dreams are made of, and with Levimoon, we’re providing a
creative sleep environment that will whisk sleepers away into far-off, adventurous dreams.”

The Levimoon features realistic shading, coloring, and textures to highlight the real craters and
qualities of the moon. Carrying up to 10-hours of full charge with its built-in battery, the moon
can be moved around the home, to events, offices, and more to establish mood lighting in any
setting.

“After perfecting the build-out with 3D printing technology, as well as working through multiple
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collaborative sessions to really pool our expertise together, Levimoon was officially created,” said
Kelvin. “We’re proud to be challenging the norm today, and are encouraging every young parent,
caretaker, or just everyday consumer to consider the excitement, awe, and wonder of a
Levimoon.”

For consumers interested in seeing the Levimoon in action, Coocepts includes a demonstration
video on their website platform detailing how to bring the at-home moon product to life.

Coocepts currently carries products in over 40 countries. Working within the crowdfunding
sphere, the company invents, crowdfunds, manufactures, and distributes their award-winning
products for consumers around the world.

For more information, or to follow Levimoon on Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, or LinkedIn,
visit: http://www.levimoon.com/.
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